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Summary

With the illegal Russian annexation of the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea and the destabilisation of eastern Ukraine in 2014, the previous cooperative European security order has broken down and a new confrontation with Russia has emerged. A new arms race between NATO and Russia is looming. In parallel, the existing conventional arms control regimes, the CFE Treaty, the Vienna Document on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures (CSBM) from 2011 and the Open Skies Treaty (OS) are at risk of further deterioration. Since August 2016, Germany has responded to this with the Steinmeier initiative for a relaunch of conventional arms control, which is now supported by 22 states. In the OSCE, this led to the Structured Dialogue of all OSCE states in 2017, in which a factual but contentious debate on threats, military doctrines and military postures takes place. It aims for new talks on a mandate for new negotiations on conventional arms control.

However, this faces a plethora of structural problems at the political and military level that render a speedy start of negotiations unlikely. Politically, Russia and the U.S. (for different reasons) are currently not interested in such negotiations, and the tensions between them are being further exacerbated due to the American arms deliveries to Ukraine. The prospects for a speedy settlement of the Russia-Ukraine conflict and the development of a new common European peace order are therefore bleak. In addition, at the military level there are asymmetries in the potentials and doctrines as well as the development of new arms technologies, whose impacts on European stability and security are currently difficult to gauge. This reduces the prospects for conventional arms control negotiations in the near future and raises the question of what can be done instead in the short, medium and long term.

At first, it must be a priority to preserve the existing arms control regimes until they are replaced by new agreements. They ensure communication channels on security policy with Russia maintain military predictability and avoid a complete rupture with Moscow over European security policy.

In parallel, the Structured Dialogue of the OSCE must be continued in order to clarify the convergence and divergence in the threat perceptions and current military postures and the impact of the development of military technologies on future arms control agreements. It also allows for discussions with Russian military experts that have been suspended the NATO-Russia Council since the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

As a supplement, the like-minded group supporting conventional arms control should hold talks on the goals and other parameters (new weapons to be included, area of application, etc.) and thus provide additional impetus for the Structured Dialogue if needed.

But the broadening of these important discussions currently faces a double shortage. The arms control departments in many European governments have been reduced, sometimes drastically, and long-serving experienced personnel are retiring due to their age. A similar development is occurring in the international academic field. There, too, many experienced professionals have been leaving due to their age for years. This shortage has to be
counteracted by the governments of the OSCE and EU states and in particular the German government in order to maintain the necessary expertise on arms control policy also in future; otherwise there will soon be a shortage of apt expert personnel for the governments concerned, for international institutions and in the academic field.

This is also necessary for creating a wider acceptance in society for the relaunch of arms control and for mobilising the societies concerned. In parallel, an international debate among academic experts is needed that can contribute via conferences and workshops. Beyond this, the EU Consortium, which advises the EU on matters of nuclear non-proliferation and on small arms, can in future also confer on problems of traditional conventional arms control in order to highlight the importance of this topic for European security.
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1. Introduction

The illegal annexation of the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea in 2014 and the subsequent intervention in eastern Ukraine ended cooperative security policies in Europe and ushered in a new confrontation between Russia and the Western states. This has resulted in a restricted application of the three existing regimes of conventional arms control (CFE Treaty 1990), of military confidence-building (Vienna Document 2011) and of transparency (Open Skies Treaty 2002). Moreover, the outdated CFE Treaty and the Vienna Document on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures no longer reduce all current risks and threats in Europe, as they were created for a different security situation (see Chapters 3 and 4). They, too, are therefore in urgent need of modernisation. However, this is currently not possible because the previously existing foundations\(^1\) of European arms control policy have been largely shattered and a new common security framework is not in sight. At the same time, the political interest in conventional arms control, military confidence-building and transparency has increased again in many states in Europe due to the new confrontation and the ensuing armament measures on both sides.

In his capacity as chair of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the former German foreign minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier therefore launched a new initiative in late August 2016 that intends to revive the process of conventional arms control (Steinmeier 2016). Drawing on the Harmel formula\(^2\) from 1967, which states that only deterrence and détente can create common security, the growing military confrontation in Europe is to be met with a security dialogue which allows for new negotiations on conventional arms control and the modernisation of the Vienna Document. The goal is to avoid further escalation in the relations with Russia, a new dangerous arms race and the associated risks for Europe. New ceilings, minimum distances to the border and transparency measures are to create more security and stability in sensitive regions such as the Baltics; new military capabilities (higher mobility and transport capability) and new weapons (unmanned aerial vehicles) are to be covered and to become more transparent through more effective verification.\(^3\) Moreover, areas with contested territorial status, such as Abkhazia as a part of Georgia, are no longer to remain excluded from arms control.

---

1. With its annexation and intervention into Ukraine, Russia has violated several principles of the CSCE Final Act of 1975 and of the Paris Charter of 1990 at once, including: respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, refraining from the threat or use of military force, principle of peaceful settlement of disputes (Charter of Paris 1990).

2. It originated with former Belgian foreign minister Harmel, on whose initiative the Harmel Report was prepared for NATO that created the foundations for the alliance’s subsequent political demands regarding arms control.

3. The proposals listed in the initiative serve as examples that do not prejudge the content of future negotiations.
Steinmeier’s proposal led to the founding of a like-minded group of 16 European states that has by now grown to 22 states.⁴ In late November 2016, 14 of them advocated a relaunch of conventional arms control in a joint declaration and for this purpose proposed an exploratory dialogue in the OSCE.⁵ On December 9, 2016, the OSCE Ministerial Council in Hamburg then decided to establish a *Structured Dialogue* that is to generally address the current and future security challenges and risks in the OSCE area, lead to a better understanding of them and form the common basis for the road ahead.⁶

At American and Russian request, this dialogue is at first focusing on other security matters (threat perceptions, doctrines and military postures). Later, issues of conventional arms control are also to be discussed, which can then lead to mandate talks and negotiations. On April 7, 2017, the first meeting of the *Structured Dialogue* took place in Vienna with more than 50 OSCE states present, including the U.S. and Russia.⁷ This was the start of a constructive discussion on convergent and divergent threat perceptions that was continued at the doctrine seminar in Vienna on May 4 and 5 in a contentious but factual manner. On June 6, a second meeting followed, at which the trends of the military postures were discussed with respect to both potentials and exercises.⁸ On July 11, the first results of the *Structured Dialogue* were debated at an informal meeting of the OSCE foreign ministers. Two further meetings took place on September 5 and October 10. Since 2018, the talks are being continued under the new OSCE chair Italy, with Belgian leadership.

This report first provides a short historical overview of how the current blockade in conventional arms control came about. This also serves as a point of departure for analysing the experience with conventional arms control and military confidence-building in the past, during the phase of security confrontation, the transformation phase and the cooperation phase. The section ends with the question of what can be derived from this for the current confrontation phase. This is followed by a brief description of the security deficits of existing arms control regimes. Subsequently, the most important structural problems of

---

⁴ This group includes Germany (Chair), Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Spain, Finland, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Sweden, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Portugal. On September 29, 2017, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Latvia and Luxembourg joined, on January 19, 2018, Ireland, and on April 25, 2018, Greece joined the group, cf. http://osce-network.net/coordinators/coordinators-of-arms-control-and-csbsms/; June 15, 2018.


conventional arms control are examined more closely on the political and military level, and initial potential solutions are discussed. On this basis, the consequences for the future of conventional arms control and military confidence-building are discussed in conclusion.

2. Growing Mistrust: On the Emergence of the Current Blockade

Before the Russia-Ukraine conflict, the NATO states had already begun preparing a new framework for further developing conventional arms control. However, the necessity of modernising the CFE Treaty was contested. A mutual threat no longer seemed to exist for many, and the arms race with Russia had largely ceased. The military modernisation programme of the Kremlin since the Georgian war in 2008 rather appeared to counterbalance the modernisation of the Chinese armed forces feared in Moscow. For this purpose, Germany even intended to deliver one of the most modern combat training centres to Russia, and France several helicopter carriers. The military cooperation in the NATO-Russia Council (2002) and the Strategic Partnership with Russia and NATO (2010) launched with the reset† raised hopes that, with their further development, the security functions of arms control might even be replaceable. Moreover, with its declared reorientation towards Asia, in 2011 the U.S. planned to further reduce its armed forces in Europe by 2017.

However, the conflicts and the distrust between Russia and the Western states also increased early on. The debate on NATO enlargement in the first half of the 1990s offered the Kremlin the first occasion for this. For this reason, in the NATO-Russia Founding Act agreed on in 1997 the alliance states assured Russia that, in addition to renouncing nuclear weapons, nuclear depots and nuclear carrier systems in the new alliance states, they would also not permanently station any substantial conventional combat forces (land and air forces) there (NATO-Russia Founding Act 1997: Chapter IV). Russia responded to this with a corresponding restraint towards the Baltic states and bilaterally towards Norway. As a supplement, in the adapted CFE Treaty (aCFE) signed in 1999, the ceilings were to be lowered further for reasons of stability, and their temporary exceedance, for example in manoeuvres, was to be made transparent and observable in the framework of a new

† The relations between the U.S. and Russia deteriorated drastically with the NATO decision in Bucharest in 2008 to one day also admit Ukraine and Georgia into the alliance and with the subsequent attack by Georgia against South Ossetia. U.S. President Obama tried to fix this at the beginning of his term in office with the so-called reset.
limitation concept\(^{10}\). The new agreement was open to all European countries, including the new NATO states\(^{11}\) that were not part of the CFE Treaty. It was intended to mitigate Moscow’s security worries about NATO enlargement. However, the aCFE Treaty never entered into force. The American government under President George W. Bush was not interested in conventional arms control, and in 2002 the NATO states linked its ratification to additional political demands towards Russia for the unsettled territorial conflicts in Georgia and Moldova in the territory of the former Soviet Union (Prague Summit Declaration 2002: Para. 15). However, Putin only fulfilled a part of them, for the Kremlin had by then instrumentalised these conflicts against the enlargement of the alliance.

Moreover, in 2002, the U.S. withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty and thus abolished a core element of global nuclear strategic stability. The second NATO enlargement in 2004 with the Baltic states, which were not parties to the CFE Treaty, prompted Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to ratify the adapted CFE Treaty in the hope of persuading the Western alliance states to follow suit. However, the latter continued the debate on the alliance’s enlargement and planned to station new U.S. missile defence systems in Europe to protect against future Iranian missiles. But in Russia’s view, this also threatened its nuclear strategic second-strike capability in the long term. Since bringing the aCFE into force was not successful by late 2007, Putin suspended the CFE Treaty. He no longer wanted to tolerate separate limits on his territory for the northern and southern flanks while more and more countries were joining NATO which, like the Baltic states in contrast to the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad, were not subject to any arms control limitations whatsoever.

In 2008, NATO decided to one day also accept Ukraine and Georgia into the alliance and thus expand further into the territory of the former Soviet Union beyond the Baltic states. This new conflict culminated at first in the war against South Ossetia in the same year, which was started by the Georgian President Saakashvili because he felt provoked by Russia. The EU under French leadership mediated a ceasefire and the withdrawal of most Russian troops from the Georgian heartland. Shortly after, however, Russia recognised the independence of the two Georgian entities of Abkhazia and South Ossetia and thus exacerbated the existing territorial conflicts in Georgia. The Geneva talks under the joint leadership of the EU, UN and OSCE have since served to manage this conflict politically.

U.S. President Obama then initiated a short turn in the relations with Russia with his reset in 2010. While the conclusion of a new parity-based nuclear strategic arms reduction agreement for offensive weapons (NSTART) was successful, a parallel bilateral agreement

---

10 The limitation concept of the aCFE no longer included any regional ceilings but only national and territorial ceilings. National ceilings limit the armed forces of a country in the entire area of application, and territorial ceilings limit the total strength of the armed forces for a country, including all stationed troops. For reasons of flexibility, limited temporary (153 battle tanks, 241 armoured combat vehicles and 140 artillery systems) and limited extraordinary temporary exceedances (459 battle tanks, 723 armoured combat vehicles and 420 artillery pieces) of the territorial ceilings, including regular inspections on the ground, were permitted. Cf. aCFE Treaty, Art. 2, Para. 4, Art. 8 and Protocol on Inspection Section IX.

11 This now includes Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Albania, Croatia and Montenegro.
for the U.S. missile defence system planned in Europe was not possible (see Chapter 6.4). Moreover, the informal talks in the “36 format”\textsuperscript{12} on a new framework for conventional arms control that were started after the NSTART agreement failed. The reason was the American demand to additionally link the general formulation on the principle of host-country consent\textsuperscript{13} in the aCFE Treaty to the restoration of the borders of Georgia before the Georgian war in 2008. Russia rejected this and in May 2011 left the talks that had begun in late 2010.

In 2009, as a reaction to the Medvedev Initiative for a new European security treaty in 2008 that was rejected by the West, Greece initiated the Corfu Process for reviving military confidence-building. Its results were confirmed at the OSCE summit in Astana in 2010 and generated many modernisation proposals for the Vienna Document. However, this process came to a standstill in 2011. Subsequently, the U.S. and the remaining NATO states with Georgia and Moldova withdrew from the annual CFE data exchange with Moscow in autumn 2011.\textsuperscript{14} In response, Russia discontinued the annual information on its numbers of total holdings for the respective CFE weapons categories and host countries that it had still been providing unilaterally after its suspension of the CFE Treaty. The NATO states, however, continued internal negotiations on a new framework for future conventional arms control negotiations that was then adopted in autumn 2014 despite the Russia-Ukraine conflict (Jahresabrüstungsbericht 2014: 52). When this will form the basis for new negotiations depends on the further development of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

3. Past Experience with Conventional Arms Control

The Russia-Ukraine conflict ended a 24-year phase of cooperative security in Europe. A new phase of military confrontation has begun. This firstly raises the question of what experience was gained in the past with conventional arms control and military confidence-building under confrontative military conditions? Secondly, what events and actions contributed to the new military confrontation in the ensuing cooperation phase? Until 2014, the development can be divided into three phases in a simplified model: a phase of military confrontation from 1975 (Helsinki) to mid-1989, a transformation phase from mid-1989 to 1992 and a cooperation phase from 1993 to 2014. When these phases are examined with respect to what kinds of conventional arms control agreements were able to succeed in them, the following becomes clear:

\textsuperscript{12} The format included the participation of all NATO and CFE signatories.
\textsuperscript{13} The principle states that foreign troops may only be stationed with the consent of the host country.
\textsuperscript{14} This is more a political-symbolic step, as Russia continues to receive the CFE data exchange from either Belarus or Armenia.
In all three phases, so-called soft agreements on transparency and on military confidence-building were possible.\textsuperscript{15} However, comprehensive agreements on conventional arms control only succeeded in the short transformation phase (CFE Treaty 1990, CFE 1A Agreement 1992, Tashkent Agreement 1992). The greatest successes for military confidence-building and conventional arms control were achieved in this phase. Conventional arms control failed completely, however, in the phase of military confrontation, apart from possible negotiations. In the phase of military confrontation, the MBFR negotiations\textsuperscript{16} in 1989 failed because due to the distrust at the time the chosen area of application in Central Europe was much too small for reasonably regulating the military asymmetries existing at the time. They were replaced by the spatially much more extended CFE talks that spanned Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.

In the transformation phase, the democratisation of the Eastern states and the disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and of the Soviet Union led to the end of the conventional arms race in Europe. Thus, conventional arms control’s function for arms race stability and the resulting pressure for its speedy modernisation were gone. Secondly, the function of reassurance through the CFE Treaty against a renewed military confrontation, which was initially particularly highlighted, fell into oblivion.

While there were comprehensive negotiations on conventional arms control in the cooperation phase, there was no successful conclusion: First, the politically binding negotiations on harmonisation failed between 1994 and 1995 mainly because there was no military threat emanating from the countries covered (Schmidt 2004: 229–235). These talks, which had started in 1992, were to limit the Neutral and Non-Aligned States (N+N States), by analogy with the CFE Treaty. Secondly, the legally binding aCFE Treaty, which had been intended as a successor to the CFE Treaty, failed in 2007 because Russia, which at the time was still deemed to be militarily weak, did not pose a genuine threat under cooperative conditions. The Western states attached more importance to the political settlement of territorial conflicts in Georgia and Moldova as well as to NATO enlargement than to a comprehensive reconciliation of interests with Russia regarding conventional arms control policy. At least, two limited conventional arms control agreements were achieved in the cooperation phase in 1997. On the one hand, there were the politically binding regulations in the NATO-Russia Founding Act (1997), and on the other, the legally binding


\textsuperscript{16} With the MBFR = Mutual Balanced Force Reduction negotiations, the conventional armed forces of both sides in Central Europe (NATO: West Germany and the Benelux states; WTO: East Germany, Poland, the ČSSR and Hungary) were to be disarmed asymmetrically to the same ceilings from the Western perspective and with symmetrical disarmament measures to asymmetric ceilings from the Eastern perspective.
modification of the CFE flank rule (1997) in favour of Ukraine and Russia. However, in the cooperation phase, the West missed the opportunity to modernise the existing agreements and to better prepare them for the stabilization of crisis situations as well as for a possible deterioration of the relations.

Although the circumstances of the Cold War are not fully comparable to the current situation, past experience with conventional arms control is hardly encouraging for the new phase of military confrontation. For the past has taught us that comprehensive agreements were not possible in such a phase, neither in confidence-building nor in conventional arms control. Only limited agreements on confidence-building and limited negotiations on conventional arms control were realisable. However, conventional arms control negotiations were of some relevance for security policy in the military confrontation phase, especially in the first half of the 1980s. In this phase of deteriorating relations between the NATO states and the Soviet Union after the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in 1979, they were at times the only permanent channel of security talks. Moreover, these talks helped both sides learn more about the mutual threat perceptions, the differences in strategic thinking and the military asymmetries. Western thinking on arms control thus also entered the Eastern European and Soviet discourses on arms control policy. This later facilitated the talks on the CFE Treaty. In the new Structured Dialogue in the OSCE, all member states are faced with a similar process, albeit under changed circumstances.

4. Deficits of Existing Regimes

The main problem of the existing regimes lies in the fact that they were created for a political and military threat situation that has long ceased to exist. This applies especially to the CFE Treaty, which limits the conventional potentials. Its regulations refer to the two groups of states from the two former alliances at the end of the East-West conflict. They were separated by the former East-West border in Central Europe. In a cumulative regional limitation concept between the Western and Eastern groups of states, parity-based limitations were used to drastically reduce the military threat from Central Europe and to prevent a surprise and comprehensive attack. The scope of deployments admissible based on parity for the limited weapons categories (battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles and artillery with a calibre of 100mm and above) of the land forces was therefore the lowest in the region of Central Europe, which also includes Germany, and increased in two other regions towards the Atlantic and the Urals. The flanks in the north and south of Europe were combined into a region for each group of states and limited separately for stability reasons, in order to avoid destabilising concentrations of weapons there.

However, after the disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union in 1991 and even before the CFE Treaty entered into force in November 1992, the regional limitation
concept based on the numerical balance between two military blocs became obsolete.\footnote{The strengthening of the national ceilings at the extraordinary conference of parties to the CFE Treaty on June 5, 1992, only included a limited adjustment, since other parts of the treaty continued to be based on the bloc-to-bloc approach (Schmidt 2004: 192–193).} The subsequent enlargement of the alliance and the EU led to all states in the central region by and by joining NATO and the EU. Its division into two groups of states based on parity for arms control purposes has thus been rendered meaningless for security policy. This applies similarly to the flank regions. Romania and Bulgaria used to belong to the Eastern group of states but joined the Western alliance in 2004. Since 2006/2007, American rotating combat formations are stationed there, too (Richter 2016).

The outdated regional CFE limitation concept with its bloc-to-bloc approach is not suited for settling the current military security problems of Poland, Ukraine, the South Eastern European states and Russia. The separate CFE limits of the former military district of Kiev in Ukraine no longer do justice to today’s security situation. Moreover, despite the armament to be observed there in a region that is very sensitive with respect to security policy, the Baltic states do not belong to the CFE Treaty, and since late 2007, Putin has suspended the implementation of the CFE Treaty.

In addition, for most member states the CFE Treaty’s national ceilings in the limited five weapons categories are significantly higher than their holdings. Due to the alliance’s enlargement with Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia, the sum of all national ceilings of the NATO states belonging to the CFE Treaty amounts to 25,992 battle tanks, 25,111 artillery pieces, 39,822 armoured combat vehicles, 8,297 combat aircraft and 2,515 attack helicopters. However, in 2016 their holdings only amounted to 9,660 battle tanks, 11,831 artillery pieces, 21,119 armoured combat vehicles, 2,880 combat aircraft and 750 attack helicopters.\footnote{Own calculations based on the Annual Disarmament Report (Jahresabrüstungsbericht 2016: 94).} In view of the new confrontation with Russia, there is enormous scope for armament for the NATO countries: 16,332 battle tanks, 13,280 artillery pieces, 18,703 armoured combat vehicles, 5,417 combat aircraft and 1,765 attack helicopters. In addition, the Baltic states, Slovenia and Albania are not subject to any CFE limits. Consequently, the treaty has neither a dampening nor a stabilising effect there.

This also applies similarly, although not as drastically, to the member states of the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) that are covered by the CFE Treaty, i.e. to Armenia, Kazakhstan, Belarus and Russia. The sum of their CFE ceilings amounts to 8,420 battle tanks, 8,315 artillery pieces, 14,300 armoured combat vehicles, 3,825 combat aircraft and 1,005 attack helicopters. However, in 2016 their holdings only amounted to 6,552 battle tanks, 7,278 artillery pieces, 12,204 armoured combat vehicles, 2,045 combat aircraft and 472 attack helicopters.\footnote{The CFE data on holdings from 2007 were used for the author’s own calculations for Russia. They are no longer up to date and are therefore probably now slightly higher than the numbers indicated.} In this case, the options for armament are significantly lower than for the NATO states.
So far, conventional arms control in Europe has only covered the land and air forces of the participating states; the naval forces were largely excluded. Russia has been wanting to include them for a long time. Their relevance for military operations on land is increasing due to their equipment with accurate long-range missiles that can also be used against land targets. Moreover, the definition of the five weapons categories covered has not been adapted to the current development of military technologies. Today, light battle tanks and armoured combat vehicles play a greater military role in the land forces because of their increased mobility and better armament. However, the existing definitions of the CFE Treaty cover them at most partially, as so-called look-alikes\textsuperscript{20} of armoured combat vehicle types limited by the Treaty, and thus they are only subject to transparency and verification rules. These rules also apply to multi-purpose attack and unarmed transport helicopters as well as primary trainer aircraft.

Remote-controlled weapons systems – such as unmanned aerial vehicles – are also gaining in military relevance. The development of new weapons technologies, such as laser cannons, other directed-energy weapons and railguns, has not yet been taken into account at all. So far, transport aircraft have been completely and transport helicopters partly excluded, although they are very important for the quick transfer of highly mobile combat formations. Combat support systems, such as air and missile defence systems, should also be covered for reasons of stability. It should be discussed to what extent further combat support systems are to be taken into account when they are used as force multipliers, such as the airborne warning and control aircraft. Moreover, in dynamic wars fought with modern conventional weapons, logistics plays an increasing role, but it is not yet covered by conventional arms control. It should be discussed with respect to stability criteria to what extent such weapons and support systems should be included in transparency and verification measures as well as in limits, in order to achieve a sustainable increase in military predictability.

In contrast to the CFE Treaty, the Vienna Document of 2011, which is meant to render military activities more transparent and predictable in order to prevent conflicts, extends to all OSCE states (without Mongolia). While it was modernised in 1992, 1994, 1999 and 2011, little has changed so far with respect to its basic structure, which is still oriented towards the old East-West conflict. This document has deficits in three major areas. For one thing, its efficiency under the changed practice of military exercise (smaller exercises with smaller formations) has decreased (von Arx 2014). The threshold values for giving notice of and observing military activities are too high and would have to be adapted to the changed

\textsuperscript{20} The so called look-alikes consist of armoured combat vehicles (armoured personnel carriers or armoured infantry fighting vehicles) which have the same chassis as a limited vehicle type but are either unarmed or does not correspond to the limited weapons system because of other criteria. Since these systems that resemble combat vehicles can quickly be retrofitted in order to bypass the ceilings, their holdings must also be reported and verified.
military structures and exercise practice. Moreover, the notification and monitoring of military activities should not be tied to the assignment to a single operational command, as the assignment to several commands is being used to circumvent the threshold values. Since 2013, snap exercises have increasingly been used by Russian armed forces in particular in order to circumvent the prior notification of military activities. As far as these exercises are carried out outside of military facilities and near the border, they weaken the warning and conflict prevention function of the Vienna Document for neighbouring states. Moreover, the efficiency of inspections could be increased if the permitted number of inspectors and accompanying persons would at least allow for forming two inspection teams per observation. Furthermore, defence is increasingly being organised multinational and in cross-national cooperation. The establishment of multinational formations creates an increasing grey area with their activities that has so far not been covered by the Vienna Document and conventional arms control.

Secondly, due to the new confrontation, there is a need for measures that better capture the military dynamics of preparing a possible military engagement and render them more transparent (von Arx 2014). This includes more transparency in mobilising and transferring armed forces with strategic relevance, e.g. by subjecting the transit of formations and the transfer of quick (multinational) intervention formations into staging areas or near the border to notification and, from a certain size upwards, also to observation. The transfer of naval forces in and between the European marginal seas should also be taken into account in future, as their relevance for land war operations is increasing.

Thirdly, the experience in the Russia-Ukraine conflict (Richter 2014:4) has revealed the deficits in the crisis mechanism of the document. The number of three permitted inspections per year and country for monitoring military activities is far too low for crisis situations. Moreover, there is a lack of regulations that allow for follow-up inspections also outside of the usual quotas during crises. In addition, the OSCE has so far not been allowed to conduct any fact-finding missions of its own for clarifying the security situation on the ground before, during and after conflicts.

The notification thresholds (at the divisional level) are: 9,000 troops, including support troops, 250 battle tanks, 250 artillery pieces or 500 armoured combat vehicles; 200 sorties by aircraft; engagement of 3,000 troops in an amphibious landing, a heliborne landing or a parachute assault. The thresholds for observation (at the corps level) are: 13,000 troops including support troops, 300 battle tanks, 500 armoured combat vehicles or 250 artillery pieces; engagement of 3,500 troops in an amphibious landing, a heliborne landing or a parachute assault (Vienna Document 2011: 21, 24).
5. **Political Structural Problems of Conventional Arms Control**

Conventional arms control is facing significantly more problems than the three conventions on biological, chemical and nuclear disarmament, for example, or the convention on mines and cluster bombs, since it is not about abolishing an entire category of weapons but, apart from transparency and verification, merely about their limitation and partial disarmament. The goal of completely disarming a weapons category, as in the case of the Landmine Convention, is clear and unequivocal and easier to implement, once the states have agreed on it. By contrast, the situation is more complex in the case of conventional arms control, as something is always meant to be maintained for defence. Even if policy-makers agree on the goals and the criteria of conventional arms control, there is still a spectrum of different legitimate assessments in and among the states regarding the military capabilities of the remaining potentials. This variance in assessment complicates arms control. Moreover, usually the militarily stronger party is less interested in conventional arms control while the weaker party is all the more interested. In addition, there is a conflict of interests because the stronger party usually wants to secure its superiority with arms control policies, while precisely this is questioned by the weaker party.

Furthermore, there is the issue of defining stability. In the CFE Treaty, the parity between the two military alliances NATO and the former Warsaw Pact as well as the reduction of their large troop concentrations formed the basis for stability in Central Europe. However, parity became obsolete with the dissolution of the Eastern alliance. The national ceilings of the CFE Treaty, however, are so high for many states that – without further limitations – they hardly create stability, especially for smaller neighbouring states. Additional criteria are needed for strengthening stability. For one thing, according to the criterion of sufficiency, only those armed forces are to be maintained that are actually required for defence. For this purpose, the current national ceilings would have to be lowered significantly and adapted to existing holdings. Secondly, larger destabilising troop concentrations, especially near the border, should be avoided through additional limits on the land forces. For land-based troops remain decisive for conquering and occupying foreign territory, independently of new forms of warfare and the use of digital means of war.

Moreover, the existing European security order has been shattered with the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and a new one is not in sight. But Europe-wide arms control agreements in particular need to be based on a common understanding regarding the security order, otherwise they are hardly possible. Furthermore, the existence of unresolved territorial conflicts creates an additional problem. For new measures cannot be negotiated without the consensual determination and recognition of state borders. Areas with territorial conflicts either have to be excluded from arms control, or new ways have to be found of including them in arms control. These problems will be considered in depth in the following.

---

22 Parity *per se* does not enhance stability. If both sides are structured for military offence, parity can also have a destabilising impact.
5.1 Decreasing interest

For many reasons, the interest in conventional arms control and its modernisation has strongly decreased in the Western states and in the U.S. in particular since the end of the East-West conflict. The Warsaw Pact fell apart in 1991, and the Soviet Union dissolved into 15 successor states only one year later. Through the arms reductions planned until late 1995 in the framework of the CFE Treaty, Russia (succeeding the Soviet Union) did not pose a military threat to the NATO states for many years. The U.S. became the only military superpower and took on its new leadership role for global security in the course of the 1990s. The result of the U.S. congressional elections in 1994 accelerated this change. The Republicans, who were critical of arms control, won the majority with Senator Jesse Helms and lastingy weakened the independent U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency by integrating it into the State Department by the end of the decade.

In contrast to the U.S. government, the conservative majority of the U.S. Congress at the time was hardly interested in a reconciliation of interests with Russia regarding arms control policy. Instead, they tried to strengthen the sovereignty of the small Soviet successor states in the territorial conflicts with Russia, for instance with the 14 conditions on ratifying the Flank Agreement in 1997.23 This qualitative reorientation of conventional arms control policy was later adopted by the American government and the alliance partners. The principle of host-country consent gained in political importance for the sake of promoting the withdrawal of Russian stationed troops from Georgia and Moldova. In addition, new violent conflicts mainly emanated from non-state actors, who were very difficult to cover with the existing instruments of intergovernmental arms control. This strengthened the critics of conventional arms control.

The election of U.S. president Obama did bring some progress in nuclear strategic arms control and disarmament with the NSTART Treaty, but not in the conventional area. When the president advocated complete worldwide nuclear disarmament in his Prague speech, many at the expert level were conscious that this could only be realised at the regional and global level if the conventional military forces were also correspondingly stabilised through limits. Thus, with this speech the U.S. should have become a worldwide driver of conventional arms control. However, the further reduction of nuclear weapons was to be compensated by new conventional weapons and capabilities in missile defence, for instance, for which limits were to be avoided, the “conventional long-range strike” and the “conventional prompt global strike” (Nuclear Posture Review 2010: IX, X, XII, 24). The United States continued to adhere to its ambition of being militarily superior to everyone else (National Security Strategy 2010: 5, 14, 17–18). However, with this stance the U.S. government could hardly become the promoter of conventional arms control and disarmament.

Moreover, the U.S. armed forces saw an opportunity in the new confrontation with Russia to avoid further cuts in their budget in the course of the U.S. national budget consolidation. Since 2015, their most important commanders have therefore been referring to Russia as the new main threat to the U.S., and they use this for new demands that benefit their armed forces. A strategic debate on what goals the U.S. should pursue with conventional arms control has thus not existed. American advocates of conventional arms control are now only to be found in a few liberal think tanks such as the Arms Control Association and the Brookings Institution, in the State Department and in NATO.

The new U.S. president Donald Trump initially wanted to improve relations with Russia, but his business relations with Russia and possible collusion of his election team with Moscow are currently being investigated by the U.S. Congress. Especially the Republicans supporting him are very critical of Russian attempts at manipulating elections. A speedy permanent improvement of relations therefore seems rather unlikely.

In addition, Trump wants to shift the costs of military alliances towards the alliance partners with his America First policy. Therefore, he insists that all NATO states adhere to the two-percent rule, which obliges them to expend this percentage of their GDP for defence. Since most NATO states apart from Poland, Greece, the United Kingdom and Estonia do not achieve this target, new proposals on conventional arms control would be rather counterproductive in this respect from the American perspective. The new national defence strategy of the U.S. and the Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) from 2018 could also impede conventional arms control. The U.S. views China and Russia as its new authoritarian strategic competitors; together with the NATO alliance, the U.S. wants to maintain military superiority over them and negotiate from a position of strength (NDS 2018: 1, 4–6, 8–9; NPR 2018: I, V). This is met with rejection in Russia. On the other hand, the U.S. is potentially willing to extend the NSTART Treaty for another five years until 2026 (NPR 2018: 73). It would then remain committed to the principle of parity at the nuclear strategic level. The planned modernisation and expansion of the U.S. nuclear weapons also reduces the pressure to further conventionalise nuclear options; “conventional long-range strike” and “prompt global strike” are no longer mentioned in the new NPR. This can also facilitate conventional arms control.

Moreover, the conservatives who are critical of arms control have a blocking minority against any legally binding arms control agreement, since the U.S. constitution requires a two-thirds majority for the ratification of treaties. When countries such as Russia and Turkey demand a legally binding international treaty, it is unclear how it is to successfully pass the U.S. Senate. However, in the past, Republican presidents had an easier time getting

arms control treaties passed by the U.S. Senate because they had less to fear from the blocking minority of the conservative Senators. Whether this also applies to Trump seems rather doubtful at the moment, given the Republican members of Congress critical of Russia.

Moreover, the Western states and Russia are pursuing contrary goals regarding arms control policy. In view of the great distrust, the NATO states first want to focus on improving military confidence-building and transparency as well as the associated Vienna Document from 2011. By contrast, Russia wants to know how conventional arms control in Europe will proceed. It wants concrete de-escalatory steps and rejects mere negotiations on more military transparency and confidence-building. At least, Putin took up a Finnish proposal in 2016 not to switch off the transponders in military aircraft in the Baltic area and issued an invitation to military expert discussions on this in Moscow. However, the concessions are not far-reaching enough for the NATO states. After all, from the Russian perspective the continued sanctions against Moscow because of the Russia-Ukraine conflict are not compatible with the goal of confidence-building.

In addition, since the failure of the aCFE, the lead in arms control matters has passed from the Russian foreign ministry to the defence ministry, which is significantly less interested in arms control. There, arms control will only be back on the agenda once the modernisation of Russia’s own armed forces has been accomplished. Russian advocates of conventional arms control are now only to be found in a few think tanks such as the PIR centre, the Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IMEMO), at Carnegie Moscow and in the Russian foreign ministry. At least, the new military doctrine from 2014 continues to emphasize that Russia is willing to engage in conventional arms control and military confidence-building. Therefore, for different reasons neither Russia nor the U.S. has a very strong interest in conventional arms control, whereas in Europe the interest is increasing again.

5.2 European security order shattered

The expansion of the EU and NATO has significantly changed the political and security landscape in Europe since the end of the East-West conflict. Russia had indeed always criticised the enlargement of the Western alliance. Up to the enlargement decision on Georgia and Ukraine in 2008 and the Georgian war, Russia had accepted the principle of free choice of alliance in many documents (CFE Treaty, failed aCFE Treaty and NATO-Russia Founding Act), with the caveat of excluding the territory of the former USSR. With his Ukraine policy, Putin is apparently making it clear that, having regained its strength, Russia will resist a further expansion of the Western alliance in the area of the former Soviet

---

25 Information from a conversation with a former Russian general on April 23, 2015 in Berlin.
Union, if necessary by violent means. But Western states refuse to acknowledge a Russian sphere of influence. This has resulted in a rupture of the cooperative European security order. Russia, however, is indirectly threatening that it can question the current status of the Baltic states and thus aggressively pushes back against this enlargement of the alliance. It is contested whether Russia could conquer and hold the Baltic states, but in any case, it would be capable of destabilising them (Bonds/Johnson/Steinberg 2015: 7–8). However, a further destabilisation of Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova seems more probable due to the significantly smaller risk.

European security policy is currently faced with a double demarcation problem: On the one hand, Putin deliberately wants to increase Russian unpredictability in order to increase its deterrence effect, precisely because of its own weakness. For this reason, he leaves open whether Russia tends towards defensively maintaining and securing its influence in the area of the former Soviet Union. Or whether Russia wants to also go on the offense, aggressively destabilising the Baltic states that belong to NATO and the EU or maybe even other former member states of the Warsaw Pact, or even initiate a revision of the NATO (and EU) enlargement. Brexit, the growing conflicts and differences in interests within the EU, the increasing influence of right-wing political forces in many EU states, which are partly supported by Moscow, and growing Russian capabilities in cyber attacks increase the chances of Putin exerting influence offensively. On the other hand, the NATO states are faced with the question of whether and under what circumstances they want to continue to adhere to the alliance’s enlargement, especially in the territory of the former Soviet Union – for example, in the cases of Georgia and Ukraine. For a further enlargement of the alliance that would bring the territorial conflicts existing there into its fold could quickly push NATO into a direct confrontation with Moscow (Pifer 2017). This does not lead to more, but to less security and stability. De jure, the alliance may adhere to the principle of free choice of alliance, but de facto, a further expansion of the alliance into the territory of the former Soviet Union is dangerous and can jeopardise the security of Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova as well as the Baltic states, but also of other NATO countries.

The shattered consensus on the European peace order also has negative impacts on future regional or sub-regional arms control agreements in Europe. For as long as the new security relationship between Russia and the NATO states has not been clarified under the


28 In Russia, the discussion about a land bridge between the occupied parts in eastern Ukraine and Crimea and about Novorossiya is largely off the table, because in 2014, Moscow did not succeed in mobilising the Russian minorities in Ukraine for this in the regions concerned. However, since the war with Georgia and Ukraine, Putin has tied the geographical entities Abkhazia and South Ossetia more closely to Russia with new treaties. The political leadership in Moldovan Transnistria has aimed at political integration with Russia since 2014.

new confrontational circumstances, all European states will hesitate to enter into new arms control commitments.

On the one hand, if the states that lie between NATO and Russia were to be excluded from arms control in future due to the new demarcation problems, the negotiations would be easier – also because the contested territorial conflicts with all their problems would be excluded. On the other hand, this would result in a deterioration of the security of the countries between NATO and Russia, and the principle of equal security in Europe would no longer apply to them. The result would be a new zone of unequal security between the alliance and Russia. In the states located in this new zone, aspirations would increase to join either the alliance with Moscow (Collective Security Treaty Organisation = CSTO) or the one with the West, with NATO definitely being the more attractive alliance. Against this background, Moscow should also have an interest in not creating new zones of unequal security via arms control. There were some indications of this before the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Russia was advocating that not only all NATO countries, but also other European states should participate in future negotiations on conventional arms control.

A speedy end to this fundamental disagreement is not in sight. For the Western states want Russia to correct its misconduct towards Ukraine and thus give proof of its return to the principles of the Paris Charter from 1990 (Weißbuch 2016: 32). Russia, on the other hand, wants to exempt its behaviour towards Ukraine from this. There are several possibilities for a solution. First, the West relents and accepts Russia’s misconduct. This is hardly likely, since the Western states would thereby betray their values. Second, Russia relents and accepts Minsk II with the Ukrainian demands. This is also hardly likely under President Putin, but it might stand a chance under a new Russian president and in case of a renewed democratisation of Russia. Third, a new government in Ukraine is possible that reaches a joint compromise with Moscow in bi- or multilateral negotiations. A mix between options two and three is also possible. Currently, there is no indication of any of the three options being realised. As long as this remains the case, a new conventional arms control agreement for Europe is unrealistic.

30 These states include Sweden, Finland, Austria, Switzerland, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. Belarus and Armenia, however, belong to the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) under Russian leadership.
31 Sweden and Finland expanded their military cooperation with NATO in 2014 at the Wales summit.
32 Russia had taken this position in the informal talks in the 36 Format between December 2010 and May 2011, which have failed for the time being.
5.3 More unsettled territorial conflicts

With Crimea and eastern Ukraine, two new territorial conflicts were added to the existing ones. By now, there are eleven of them in Europe. In six states affected by them (Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Cyprus, Serbia), an average of 10 percent of the territory and about 10 percent of the population are affected. By contrast, at 18 to 26 percent the proportion of armed forces in the contested territories of the entities is significantly higher in relation to the remaining regular armed forces of the six states concerned. This demonstrates the explosive relevance of these conflicts for security policy. The most recent military conflict in early April 2016 between Azerbaijan and Armenia over the contested Nagorno-Karabakh area with more than 200 dead and several hundred injured highlights this point (De Waal 2016).

Territorial conflicts create additional problems for intergovernmental arms control and its implementation: The governments that are not internationally recognised in the contested areas or entities are usually open to arms control, since they hope to gain more international recognition and security from it. Yet states affected by such secession conflicts deny the entities striving for independence in their country the participation in intergovernmental arms control to avoid enhancing their status and recognising them. But this excludes precisely those armed forces from arms control which can locally and regionally give rise to a particular danger for crisis stability and the prevention of war. Moreover, a neighbouring state supporting the secession can station its troops there in order to support the separatists. This is the case in Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Transnistria, eastern Ukraine and Crimea with Russian, and in Nagorno-Karabakh with Armenian stationed troops. However, this violates the principle of host-country consent, which is important for arms control.

While these stationed troops are still being reported in the annual data exchange of the relevant arms control regimes, they can no longer be verified due to the existing status conflicts. Moscow is generally willing to have them monitored, but only if the other states acknowledge the status desired by Russia. Since the other participants in the regime reject

33 Abkhazia and South Ossetia in Georgia; Transnistria in Moldova; Nagorno-Karabakh between Armenia and Azerbaijan; Crimea, Luhansk People’s Republic, Donetsk People’s Republic in Ukraine; Kosovo in Serbia and Northern Cyprus between Turkey and Greece; Gibraltar between Spain and the UK and Catalonia in Spain.

34 The data on the strength of the armed forces in the areas of the unsettled territorial conflicts are estimates that include stationed troops where applicable. This indicates the range of estimates. The data are based on the author’s own calculations according to IISS (ed.) 2014: The Military Balance.

35 This interest was used in 1991 and 1992, when the Soviet Union fell apart, in order to keep the successor states in the CFE Treaty and to settle the apportionment of the Soviet weapons potentials. The Baltic states did not join the CFE Treaty in October 1991 because they did not consider themselves successors of the USSR and wanted to encourage the withdrawal of Russian troops. Ukraine, however, joined the CFE Treaty with the same legal understanding in order to weaken Russia’s military power through the additional apportionment of the Soviet weapons.

36 See footnote 13.
This, the armed forces there can no longer be monitored. Status conflicts thus remain a decisive obstacle for implementing existing and negotiating new arms control regimes.

In addition, there is the problem that the states concerned tend to include such conflicts in their arms control policy in order to increase the political pressure for their speedy settlement. One example of this is the decision of the NATO states at the Prague summit in 2002 to make the ratification of the aCFE dependent on progress in the unsettled territorial conflicts of Moldova and Georgia. Another one is the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan: While Armenia has stationed its own troops in the entity Nagorno-Karabakh (which not even Armenia recognizes) along with the entity’s troops, it has reported them neither to the Vienna Document nor to the CFE Treaty. Consequently, there is no transparency for these armed forces, and their monitoring is impossible due to the existing status conflict with Azerbaijan (Jahresabrüstungsbericht 2014: 51). In order to emphasise its claim of sovereignty over this area, Azerbaijan itself has reported peacetime locations for its armed forces in Nagorno-Karabakh since 2001. However, since it has not been possible to station the reported troops there, as the area is controlled by Armenian troops and the armed forces of Nagorno-Karabakh, Baku has withdrawn them from arms control, by analogy with Armenia (CFE Compliance Report 2015). Because of the conflict, both sides increasingly overstep their CFE ceilings in some weapons categories of the ground forces (Jahresabrüstungsbericht 2016: 94). Moreover, due to the constant shootouts, safe inspections are hardly possible, especially close to the border.

States with territorial conflicts are ambivalent towards arms control. On the one hand, they welcome their additional gain in security and stability; on the other, this can transform the existing dispute into a frozen conflict and thus impede a political settlement. For this reason, Azerbaijan has always been a difficult partner in new arms control agreements. Due to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, it is safe to assume that Ukraine will exacerbate these problems, given its size and relevance. Ukraine can cooperate with Moldova, Azerbaijan and Georgia in order to strengthen the position of these countries in future negotiations. But since Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia depend on Western aid, the Western states would have instruments for exerting a moderating influence, in contrast to the case of Azerbaijan.

New forms of status-neutral arms control are now being considered which could rather be used in such conflicts, if the parties to the conflict accept this (Kapanadze et al. 2017). For example, in such cases trustworthy private firms of neutral states could be used for inspections in order to avoid recognition of entities through state inspections. While the status problem could be settled by this, the risk of a frozen conflict would remain.
6. Military Structural Problems

6.1 Military asymmetries

Military asymmetries and differences in doctrines pose lesser problems for conventional arms control under cooperative security conditions but greater problems under confrontational conditions. Already at the level of threat perception, there are serious differences. Both the NATO states and Russia fear new forms of “hybrid” warfare, but they would define them very differently (Charap 2015: 51–52). While Russia understands this to refer to democratic colour revolutions in its immediate neighbourhood, the eastern alliance partners fear the use of unmarked Russian special forces in combination with means of electronic disinformation and warfare, as were successfully used by Putin in the annexation of Crimea. These forms of “hybrid” warfare are very hard to cover with an arms control regime.

At a military level, three kinds of asymmetries can be distinguished: firstly, asymmetries in the conventional area that can complicate (parity-based) limits; secondly, asymmetries in the nuclear area that complicate (parity-based) nuclear limits but are not included here, and thirdly, asymmetries in the doctrines and potentials, in which nuclear weapons compensate conventional disparities and vice versa. They constitute a particular impediment to arms control because a direct offsetting of potentials is not possible and a lot of mutual trust is needed for an indirect compensation.

For instance, with the end of the East-West conflict, it was only the Soviet abandonment of quantitative conventional superiority that made parity-based conventional arms control between NATO and Warsaw Pact states through the CFE Treaty possible. However, after the disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Russia compensated its new conventional inferiority and weakness with a reduced willingness to disarm its tactical and sub-strategic nuclear weapons. Moreover, since 2000 its military doctrine has threatened first use of nuclear weapons in case of a conventional attack, and sub-strategic nuclear weapons have also been used for the “de-escalation” of a conventional conflict (Sokov 2014). This means that Russia intends to force the end of the war by being the first to use nuclear weapons in a conventional military conflict. Moreover, since then, sub-strategic nuclear weapons have increasingly been used by the Russian armed forces in exercises of conventional armed forces for reinforcing their firepower. After the new confrontation with Russia, at the Warsaw summit in 2016 NATO felt compelled to point out to Russia that it would consider any military escalation at the nuclear level as “fundamentally alter[ing] the nature of [a] conflict” in order to deter Moscow from such an approach (Warsaw Summit Communiqué 2016: Para. 54).

In general, two different trends can be observed for Russia and NATO up to 2014. Although the NATO states had never fully renounced the first use of nuclear weapons, thanks to their conventional superiority, they were able to drastically reduce the number of sub-strategic weapons and their relevance for their armed forces, whereas this did not happen on the Russian side. There, the relevance of nuclear weapons has increased in the doctrine and in the armed forces because of the growing conventional weakness. With more
than 3,000 sub-strategic weapons, Russia has significantly more systems in this category than the alliance. Some of them are being modernised with a high priority. The Russian orientation has so far been the main obstacle for arms control and disarmament of sub-strategic nuclear arms in Europe. Conversely, the existing and expected future conventional disparities in military capabilities and military technology compared to the U.S. and the remaining NATO states are the main reason for Moscow’s current unwillingness to negotiate on these weapons. The Kremlin first wants to ensure that the conventional asymmetries that are significant for Russia are settled via arms control before it is prepared to reduce its sub-strategic nuclear weapons; it has long been criticising the decreasing willingness of the West to engage in conventional arms control.

Moreover, Russia is the biggest land power on earth. It has the military advantage of interior lines. By contrast, the Western alliance is spread over a distance of 7,000 km on two continents, and even within Europe it is geographically discontinuous. For this reason, Russia should hardly feel militarily threatened by the remaining European states, even if the sum of their military spendings is several times higher than the Kremlin’s. No other European country has the military capability to attack Russia as the second largest nuclear power on earth with any chance of success. Even all European states together would not have it. Only the (Western) European air forces can be quickly deployed for setting flexible military priorities and compensate the Russian advantage of interior lines to a limited extent (Blechmann 2015: 3).

From the Russian perspective, the biggest threat thus emanates from the American armed forces and the American leadership within NATO. In the alliance, only the U.S. is capable of reacting to new military challenges very quickly and comprehensively by itself. However, in contrast to the Cold War era, when the U.S. had stationed around 20 percent of its armed forces in Europe and was planning comprehensive reinforcements, with approx. 68,000 soldiers it now has less than five percent of its forces on the ground in Europe. So far, Washington has hardly shown any interest in stationing significant combat-capable brigade-size forces in the Baltic states or in Poland, since this would be very expensive and would impede and delay a quick transfer of these troops via the existing U.S. hubs in Europe (e.g. Ramstein, Aviano) into other crisis areas in Asia, the Middle East or Africa (Kacprzyk 2015: 16). Therefore, US forces in Europe primarily rely on a quick, easily reversible temporary transfer of smaller rotating units and thus more on a tripwire strategy of deterrence. Moreover, the temporary stationing of additional rotating units in existing facilities can be effected very quickly and cheaply, whereas setting up infrastructure for the permanent stationing of new battalions and brigades would take several years and would be

more expensive. Under Trump, however, the permanent stationing of an additional U.S. brigade in Europe is now under discussion.\textsuperscript{38}

Russia possesses another military advantage. Due to its size, it is the only country apart from the U.S. that disposes of large strategic capacities for air transport and can transfer and concentrate strong combat formations very quickly over great distances (Gressel 2015: 32). Despite the partly existing EU pooling\textsuperscript{39} of their tactical transport aircraft, the European NATO states are only capable of this when supported by large American military transport aircraft. However, these would first have to be flown in by the U.S. from a larger distance compared to Russia. Regionally, this represents a disadvantage for the European NATO states, especially with respect to protecting the Baltic countries, which only possess small armed forces themselves. Conversely, the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad is surrounded by NATO territory, except for its access to the Baltic Sea, and here Moscow would be vulnerable. However, the land supply of the Baltic states has to occur along the Polish-Lithuanian border, through the 65 km wide Suwalki Gap between Kaliningrad and Belarus. Cutting off this supply route would only be possible for Russia with the support of Belarus. In the past, both sides have been able to live with this, since a system of mutual military restraint had been agreed on via arms control and the NATO-Russia Founding Act. This is all at risk of coming to nothing, and because of the particular sensitivity of the area for the security of both sides, it could very quickly trigger a new arms race. Therefore, it would be important for both sides to continue to adhere to the military limits in the NATO-Russia Founding Act in this area (Richter 2016: 9).

Around two-thirds of Russia’s armed forces are standing in Europe. Limits in Europe would thus affect the mass of the Russian, but only a small part of the American troops. Moreover, with the land and air forces that have so far been covered by arms control, the essential military instruments of a land power are included in the case of Russia, whereas in the case of NATO, the naval forces as its essential instrument are largely disregarded. In addition, there is the qualitative superiority of Western military technology that has so far hardly been covered by conventional arms control. Therefore, the interest of the Russian armed forces in the CFE Treaty is no longer very pronounced. It is often linked to the demand of including the Western naval forces in order to thus also cover an essential military element of the NATO states. However, this is currently still being rejected by the traditional sea powers in the alliance, the U.S., the UK and France.

From the Russian perspective, further developments reinforce the conventional asymmetries: For one thing, the introduction of the three-tier American missile defence


\textsuperscript{39} For joint pooling and sharing, seven EU states (Germany, France, the Benelux countries, Spain and Italy) have assigned their transport aircraft to the multinational European Air Transport Command (EATC) founded in 2006. Every country can thus dispose of more transport capacities than it owns. Cf. http://eatc-mil.com/; April 6, 2018.
programme by 2018 or 2022 in the European part of NATO, which is accompanied by an American-Japanese armament programme in North-East Asia and in the Pacific, also joined by South Korea in 2017. Secondly, the increasing capabilities to attack land targets with air- and sea-based long-range cruise missiles, also outside of Europe, in the framework of the conventional Long-Range Strike Program. Thirdly, a fast and extremely accurate conventional attack capability (Prompt Global Strike) within one hour against any target in the world has so far been planned, which, however, according to the recent U.S. Nuclear Posture Review (NPR 2018: XII, 53–54), is rather to be taken over by accurate nuclear strategic submarine-based missiles with low explosive powers. Fourthly, the U.S. has so far excluded space from further arms control measures. There, the Pentagon is testing an unmanned mini space shuttle (X-37B Orbital Test Vehicle) that is largely guided autonomously and has undisclosed military tasks (Weinberger 2014). Moreover, the U.S., Russia and China are now trying out hypersonic space gliders with more than five times the speed of sound (Acton 2015). The lack of transparency in these endeavours fosters distrust. Fifthly, the U.S. is leading in the development of network-enabled semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons. They might further revolutionise conventional warfare under American leadership in the next 10 to 20 years.

These asymmetries, which are disadvantageous from the Russian perspective, provide Moscow with arguments why it feels inferior to NATO and why it relies more strongly on nuclear weapons as compensation in its military doctrine and war planning. On the other hand, Russia’s conventional modernisation programme in particular will be expanding its conventional strategic capabilities in the coming years (McDermott 2017). This can reduce the asymmetry and facilitate conventional arms control in the long run.

There are two main problems here for reviving conventional arms control: Firstly, how can the problem of nuclear-conventional asymmetry between Russia and the NATO states be addressed constructively, and secondly, how can the remaining conventional asymmetries be dealt with reasonably? Indirect offsetting requires a lot of trust that currently does not exist. The trust destroyed through the Ukraine conflict cannot be restored overnight and would be a central problem of future negotiations if these disparities are to be limited and rendered more predictable via military confidence-building and arms control.

6.2 The growing number of multinational commands and formations

Since nation states are less and less capable of defending themselves on their own, they increasingly seek military cooperation with other states. Military alliances are particularly suited to this purpose. In NATO and the EU, the establishment of bi- and multinational formations and commands is therefore increasing. A similar development can be observed in Moscow’s CSTO, though not quite to the same extent. Their military significance compared to national formations is increasing, although this has so far not been rendered transparent to an adequate degree (von Arx 2014) and is not verifiable through arms control.
This raises the question of how in future formations such as the new Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF), as a brigade-sized formation, are to be covered by and monitored in multilateral arms control treaties. So far, only the respective national proportions of such multinational formations have been reported and monitored by the nation states, but never a formation and its activities as a whole. New procedures and rules are required for this to become possible, and very likely also a more flexible understanding of sovereignty. For at the command level, more and more officers with different nationalities are directly working next to one another, and this will in future also extend to the leadership and composition of operative formations as well as their logistics. In order not to unnecessarily increase the complexity of future arms control negotiations, multinational commands and institutions should remain excluded from them. The transparency and monitoring of such formations can continue to be carried out on a national basis. The responsibility for reporting data and carrying out inspections should lie with the host country in order to strengthen its sovereignty. However, new rules will then be needed regarding the way in which soldiers and formations of other nations may be included in such special inspections in future and whether there should be a separate quota for inspections of multinational formations in order not to limit national inspection quotas by this. The growing nationalism in some states of the EU and beyond could, however, impede such negotiations.

6.3 Globalisation of conventional warfare

The high accuracy of conventional weapons and their global interconnectedness with command, control and reconnaissance systems makes it possible now to attack military targets over large distances with a high chance of success. This means that in local combat, regional and global military means can reinforce the fire- and penetrating power of the local formations. It is therefore increasingly difficult to limit conventional arms control only to Europe, since external potentials can gain increasing influence on European security. Therefore, new possibilities for taking them into account in arms control must be found, but without going so far as to globalise the area of application. For conventional arms control talks would currently not stand a chance at the political level. Mutual declarations of restraint in the use of military means with global range with respect to the European area of application could provide an interim solution to this. Moreover, transparency and potentially also verification should be established at an early stage if such means are temporarily or permanently deployed to or withdrawn from the area of application.

This would apply to the following military means: The U.S., for instance, has already conventionalised its globally operational naval forces, except for the strategic submarines. This means that the nuclear warheads on U.S. warships and their carrier systems have been withdrawn. In exchange, large American naval surface warships (from the destroyer class onwards) and part of the nuclear-powered submarines are now equipped with a large number of long-range (up to 2,500 km) conventional cruise missiles that can be used flexibly against sea as well as land targets (Gormley 2009: 43–45; Eshel 2017). According to the Nuclear Posture Review (2018), the U.S. additionally wants to rearm its warships with
new nuclear sea-based cruise missiles from 2024 onwards. Since 2015, Russia has been equipping its naval forces (corvettes and submarines) with the Kalibr missile, which is said to have a range of 1,500 km. Moreover, as agreed in the NSTART Treaty, the major part of the strategic U.S. bombers is being conventionalised and equipped with long-range air-to-surface missiles – such as the Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (AGM-158 JASSM) with a range of up to 960 km.

Russia attaches strategic significance to these weapons because it fears that due to their high accuracy they can also threaten nuclear strategic potentials such as the missile silos of nuclear intercontinental missiles. By contrast, the U.S. attests these weapons a strategic range to some extent, but no strategic significance, since they would not be suited for attacking Russia’s nuclear strategic potential. This bilateral controversy has not been resolved and contributes to the mutual distrust.

The existing regimes do not cover such growing conventional attack capabilities of the U.S. and Russia. The functional approach in the Vienna Document, which only covers military activities of the naval forces if they are relevant for land warfare, e.g. in land exercises, does not provide a solution here, either, since the military ambivalence in view of a possible use in Europe of neither the cruise missiles stationed at sea nor the strategic bombers stationed in the U.S. and Russia can currently be captured by this.

Through the increase in power of China and other regional powers and the relative loss of power of the U.S. the world is slowly developing from a unipolar to more of a multipolar structure. In future, the NATO states will thus possibly no longer be confronted only with Russia as a new opponent, which will complicate regional conventional arms control even more. Since the Ukraine conflict, Russia has intensified its military cooperation with Beijing and is again delivering the most recent military technology to China. However, a military alliance is not envisaged so far. In 2015, Chinese and Russian naval forces carried out joint exercises in the Black Sea and the Mediterranean for the first time. This was followed by a joint sea manoeuvre in the Baltic Sea in 2017. China is thus strengthening its role and its cooperation with the Kremlin. An exacerbation of the Western conflict with Russia in Europe and between the U.S. and China over the South China Sea, China’s territorial claims in the region and the American missile defence in North-East Asia can thus make an alliance between the two states more likely. Conventional arms control with Russia would be an instrument for preventing such an exacerbation of the conflict and the military alliance between Moscow and Beijing possibly resulting from it. At the same time, this is an indispensable prerequisite for maintaining a regional European approach to arms control.

40 The U.S. is planning this missile as a reaction to the Russian violation of the INF Treaty and thereby wants to compensate the Russian superiority in sub-strategic nuclear weapons as well as other deficits. The U.S. might potentially dispense with this weapon if Russia made sufficient concessions (NPR 2018: 55).

The longer it takes to start new conventional arms control talks for Europe, the harder it will likely be to limit the area of application in Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.

6.4 Contested missile defence

So far, arms control talks on conventional missile defence have largely remained a bilateral matter between the U.S. and Russia, of which Washington assured Russia for settling stability problems when the ABM Treaty was abrogated in 2002. Since the Russia-Ukraine conflict, however, the U.S. has suspended these talks, and they were also suspended in the NATO-Russia Council. Yet the approach of including Moscow via military cooperation, which was pursued until the Russia-Ukraine conflict, can only continue to work if Western missile defence will not be directed against Russia in future. In view of the growing military confrontation with Russia, however, this is rather uncertain (Kubiak 2017: 24–26). Military confidence-building and arms control could thus gain relevance also in this area. Temporarily, from 2011 until 2013, additional voluntary confidence-building measures were already in place between the NATO states and Russia in the area of tactical missile defence, at the suggestion of the German government. They included the mutual invitation to corresponding exercises with these systems, until Moscow unilaterally suspended these measures in late 2013 (Jahresabrüstungsbericht 2014: 66–67).

In the past, the structure of Russia’s missile defence was nuclear, but now Russia has begun to develop its own conventional capabilities (S-400/S-500) in this area. This may facilitate future limits. Although the Kremlin is following the Western arms development in this regard, it will not obtain the capabilities of the West, in particular of the U.S., in the foreseeable future. Russian experts therefore emphasise that a further reduction of sub-strategic nuclear weapons is not conceivable without limiting the Western systems (Arbatov 2013; Miasnikov 2013: 1–3).

If a bilateral settlement between the U.S. and Russia is not possible in this regard, Moscow could demand the inclusion of missile defence in multilateral talks on conventional arms control. The European states are increasingly participating in the territorial U.S. missile defence system for NATO against limited missile attacks from the Middle East. Germany, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Greece and Italy already have tactical missile defence capabilities at their disposal. Poland, Romania and Turkey are planning to acquire them (Stewart 2016). The UK is building a land-based radar system and is testing the equipment of Type 45 destroyers with missile defence systems. Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Norway and Denmark are developing ship-based radar systems for missile defence. Consequently, the territorial missile defence of the NATO states is becoming multinational and therefore, this capability can also be negotiated multilaterally.

Tactical missile defence systems such as the American Patriot III system, the future German tactical air and missile defence system TLVS (Taktisches Luftverteidigungssystem) or Medium Extended Air Defense System (MEADS) and the Russian S-300/S-400 systems can also be used for air defence. This is just a question of the software control and ammunition of these systems. When stationed near the border, they can be used –
depending on the range of the systems – for threatening air traffic far into the enemy country (up to 100-150 km in medium and great heights). This plays a role particularly in the relations between the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad and the Baltic states, since in a crisis situation, the Kremlin could severely limit the space for Western combat aircraft operating there, for instance against the Baltic Air Policing Mission over the Baltic Sea and in Poland, by stationing long-range air defence systems such as the S-300/S-400. Conversely, the NATO states with their long-range air defence systems can do the same against Kaliningrad. For stability reasons, it may thus make sense to limit the stationing of long-range air defence and tactical missile defence systems in future, especially in such sensitive areas.

In case of stability problems, Russia wants to station e.g. the Iskander missile system with a range of 500 km – as announced in 2011 (Medvedev 2011) – and the Backfire bomber Tu-22M3 with air-to-surface missiles on the Crimean peninsula against new American missile defence systems in Europe. However, the three-tier American conventional missile defence programme with the SM3 defensive missiles on Aegis warships and on land (Romania, Poland), currently in the planning stage, is not yet a serious threat to Moscow’s nuclear second-strike capability (Dvorkin 2013: 208). If it were possible to limit the programme in Europe to these capabilities, the Russian security interests would be sufficiently taken into account. For security reasons, however, the Kremlin demands a legal provision. The U.S. government has so far only been willing to accept a political settlement, as the conservative Republicans with their blocking minority would prevent any legal provision in the U.S. Congress.

Although the development of Iranian missiles was not limited in the nuclear deal with Iran, Moscow hoped that Tehran would nevertheless renounce the development of intercontinental ballistic missiles and that NATO would not need further modernisation of its missile defence in this area. However, it remains to be seen whether Tehran will forego increasing the range of its medium-range missiles if the American-Iranian tensions were to mount and the U.S. were to stay outside the Iran agreement. Parts of the American armed forces are rather critical of a further expansion of territorial missile defence. For the costs of strengthening this defensive capability are significantly higher than the costs for offensive missiles and come at the expense of other weapons programmes, especially as more

---

42 The NATO states are stationing their Patriot air defence missile system for protecting Turkey relatively far from the Turkish-Syrian border in order to not create the political impression that they support the Turkish demand to the UN of a no-fly zone over Syria by stationing near the border.


defensive missiles are usually required for one attack missile in order to achieve a high probability of interception.\footnote{As Admiral Bill Gortney, commander of NORAD and U.S. Northern Command, states: “Not only is it unaffordable, it will not work […]. But no matter how good our interceptors are, he said, we'll never have enough of these expensive systems to shoot down every cheap incoming missile.” Quoted after Freedberg Jr., Sidney J. 2015: DepSecDef Explores New Missile Defense Approach, in: Breaking Defense, August 11, 2015, http://breakingdefense.com/2015/08/depsecdef-launches-new-missile-defense-approach/; April 6, 2018.}

A new scope for arms control can open up here in the future. A limitation of Western missile defence would then also have to include a limitation of Russian ballistic short-range missiles (Iskander). By contrast, new demands of the conservatives in the U.S. and in Europe to realign the missile defence programme towards Russia as a reaction to the Ukraine conflict are counterproductive (Osborn 2014; Oswald 2014; Blank 2014; Gramer 2015). They exacerbate the conflict dynamics and the arms race. As a response, Moscow might revoke the INF Treaty and generally push nuclear armament. The result would be less security and stability in Europe.

6.5 Autonomous weapons\footnote{The ethical problems of using autonomous weapons will not be discussed as they are not relevant here.} and conventional stability

The outdated CFE Treaty and the failed aCFE Treaty are very progressive in one respect. With their definitions of weapons categories to be covered, they already include semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons systems\footnote{There is no generally acknowledged definition of semi-autonomous and autonomous. A simplified distinction can be made as follows: In a semi-autonomous guided weapon, the operator chooses the target or the target group, engaging the target or the target group is supported by computer-based assistance systems, and the burden on the operator is reduced. So-called fire-and-forget weapons systems are also included here. In an autonomous weapon, even if it is still being supervised by the operator, the system itself decides after its activation and according to its programming when it engages whom or what, where, how and with what. Cf. DoD Directive 3000.09 2012, November 21, 2012, 13, www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/300009p.pdf; April 6, 2018.}. Initially, all definitions of the five weapons categories covered (battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, artillery of calibre 100 mm and above, combat aircraft and attack helicopters) included the term “manned”. The U.S., however, had it removed in the negotiations in order to deprive the Soviet Union of the possibility to one day circumvent the limits of the treaty (which has no expiry date) with automatic weapons. For stability reasons, this must continue to be maintained in future. The development of semi-autonomous guided weapons already began in the 1990s, and there are currently various semi-autonomous weapons systems such as remote-controlled drones, torpedoes, submarines, combat aircraft, helicopters and armoured combat vehicles. But even semi-autonomous guided weapons already create a stability problem, because they increase the risk of war.

While there are now discussions on an international prohibitory norm for autonomous weapons, it is uncertain whether this is feasible. Even if a global prohibitory norm is
achieved, it must be assumed that some states, presumably including the U.S., will not recognise it. Moreover, it is likely that weapons systems will continue to be developed that can come very close to complete autonomy, depending on the precise definition of the prohibitory norm. This would still result in the emergence of the stability problems described in the following, though perhaps to a lesser extent.

The development of autonomous weapons is a problem for military stability for three reasons: Firstly, it can increase the risk of war, because it diminishes the threshold for using them (UK-MoD 2015: 32). Some soldiers are at first not jeopardised in their mission. This weakens the prevention of war. Secondly, the risk of a war can grow accidentally, since programming mistakes and technical defects cannot be excluded in these weapons (Altmann 2013; Scharre 2014). Thirdly, due to their increased effectiveness, the use of such network-enabled weapons systems in connection with automated combat support systems can significantly accelerate the war dynamics and thus the escalation (Tucker 2015). Political efforts at keeping escalation and conflict under control could thus be undermined.

Moreover, there is a race for the shortest response time in the development of semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons. The combat robot that reacts fastest to a threat or an attack also has the greatest chance of prevailing in combat (Schörnig 2014: 35). This dynamic has two consequences. Firstly, remote control increasingly becomes a military disadvantage, especially at large distances, because it takes too much time during quick responses. Secondly, humans as supervisors and controllers will increasingly degenerate into mere accessories in the use of weapons (Schörnig 2015; Dickow 2015: 10). Because of these destabilising impacts, semi-autonomous and autonomous weapons systems should under no circumstances be excluded from arms control and military confidence-building. Since they lower the threshold for war prevention, make accidental wars more likely and at the same time increase the escalation risk, limits for these kinds of weapons are to be recommended for military stability to be sufficiently ensured.

Moreover, since the production of autonomous combat machines can occur much faster than the training of human soldiers, its limitation would be indispensable for reasons of military stability. Otherwise, this could create new incentives for developing weapons of mass destruction and particularly of nuclear weapons as a response. This might apply similarly to the development of conventional swarm robots48 (Scharre 2014; Velez-Green 2014).

While the development of network-enabled autonomous weapons is still in its infancy, rapid progress in the next 10 to 20 years is very likely, due to the close interlocking with civil developments. Since a speedy beginning of new negotiations is not to be expected, it will likely prove necessary to discuss and assess this problem in the Structured Dialogue.

48 A swarm of 1,000 network-enabled mini-robotic weapons serves to overload the enemy’s defence, is hard to combat due to the multitude of targets and can be used effectively against area and spatial targets.
7. Consequences for Conventional Arms Control

Due to the new confrontation with Russia, all states in Europe are faced with a new arms race. The Steinmeier initiative for a relaunch of conventional arms control tries to prevent or at least limit this. For many reasons, however, the prospects for this are bleak. The future of the EU and Eastern Europe is uncertain. Both sides try to use this for expanding their political influence. The political tensions between Russia and the U.S. are further increasing because the U.S. government wants to supply defensive weapons to Ukraine for the defence of eastern Ukraine. There is a fundamental disagreement with Moscow regarding the future security order in Europe. In addition, there are the military structural problems described above, such as the asymmetries in military doctrines and the dynamic development of new military technologies. They change the concept of war, but the consequences of this development are as yet difficult to gauge. Negotiations for a new comprehensive conventional arms control agreement and the modernisation of the Vienna Document are therefore hardly realisable in the near future. This raises the question of what can instead be done for conventional arms control and military confidence-building in the short, medium and long term.

In the short term, it is important to prevent a further deterioration of the now more difficult implementation of the three existing agreements (CFE Treaty, Open Skies Treaty, Vienna Document) in order to maintain the existing predictability as well as communication channels on security policy with Russia and to avoid a complete rupture with Moscow over arms control policy. In the framework of the Vienna Document, for example, the Western states should stop testing the status of eastern Ukrainian territory via inspections, as this is not the original function of the agreement. The contested status of this territory has to be clarified in the Minsk negotiations. Otherwise, there is a risk of further Russian restrictions in implementing the Vienna Document, and the chances for the urgently needed modernisation of the agreement might be diminished further.

Despite the loss of relevance of the CFE Treaty, its data exchange and its inspections remain meaningful for the time being. They provide important insights into the military development of Belarus and Poland, in the Black Sea region and in the unsettled territorial conflicts, particularly between Armenia and Azerbaijan, although Russia and the Crimean peninsula illegally annexed by Russia can no longer be monitored due to Moscow’s suspension of the regime. Russia can verify military changes in NATO countries indirectly, via the cooperation with Belarus, if this is not possible through inspections of the Vienna Document or observation flights of the Open Skies Treaty.

There are also problems with the Open Skies Treaty (OST). In violation of the treaty, Russia limited the flight distance of observations flights over its enclave of Kaliningrad to 500 km. In response to this, the U.S. analogously limited observation flights over Hawaii as
well as the number of airports that can be used for entering and leaving. Moreover, already in 2011 Georgia, in violation of the treaty, refused Russian OS flights over its territory because the two sides cannot agree on the distance to the border with Abkhazia and South Ossetia for such flights. Russia recognises the independence of these two entities, whereas Georgia regards them as its own territory. Since then, Moscow has not carried out OS observation flights over Georgia, but for 2018 it is insisting on a flight quota. As a consequence, an agreement on the quotas for all OS observation flights in 2018 is still pending.

If the confrontation between the U.S. and Russia escalates further, there is a growing danger that the implementation of these agreements will increasingly be suspended. The German government should thus strengthen its commitment, potentially together with the like-minded group it is chairing, to preserving the existing regimes. Their preservation would facilitate the Structured Dialogue on a fresh start of conventional arms control.

Since NATO suspended its military dialogue with Russia in the NATO-Russia Council on April 1, 2014 due to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, the new Structured Dialogue in the framework of the OSCE serves an important communicative function. It reopens the possibility of engaging in direct factual military talks with Russia on the military structural problems addressed in the report. This is supported and supplemented by the mapping meetings that began in November 2017, in which the differences in postures of armed forces and in military exercises between the involved states are to be clarified in order to thus create a joint military fact base for further talks.

In parallel, the goals of future conventional arms control negotiations and further parameters (area of application, weapons categories to be covered, etc.) would have to be discussed and clarified in the short and medium term. The like-minded group would be in a good position to support this fresh start of conventional arms control. It could develop first proposals and drafts that would have to be properly connected with the common fact base yet to be created in the mapping meetings. The definition of the goals and principles of future arms control negotiations is of central relevance, since everything else is to be derived from this. Should they continue to deal only with preventing a surprise attack and a comprehensive attack? Or should future talks be broadened to include new goals such as new agreements that also support nuclear disarmament? This would have far-reaching consequences for the armed forces and weapons categories to be included, as conventional missile defence and naval forces could then hardly be excluded from future negotiations. Beyond this, the question arises whether talks on conventional arms control would also have to be accompanied by separate talks on modernising the Vienna Document and separate talks on binding confidence-building measures in cyber security in order to achieve


50 According to the OS Treaty, observation flights are to keep a distance of 10 kilometers from borders with other states. In contrast to Russia, Georgia does not recognize this.
more stability and predictability (Prezelj/Harangozo 2018: 152–164). The definition of the goals and of the area of application determines the degree and scope of the strategic competition between the U.S. and Russia as well as the remaining European states.

Apart from this, the dynamic development of new weapons technologies and their computer-based networked character require further comprehensive investigations and talks on how they change the concept of war and how they can best be included in conventional arms control. But this necessary broadening of the discussion currently faces a double shortage. Firstly, because of the dwindling relevance of conventional arms control, all governments in Europe and North America have reduced the qualified personnel this requires in their foreign and defence ministries as well as verification agencies, sometimes so drastically that these tasks can hardly be accomplished without a new increase in staff, especially since experienced professionals are retiring due to their age. Secondly, the same development is occurring in the international academic field. Here, too, experienced professionals in the area of arms control are retiring, but hardly any young ones are succeeding them. The governments of the OSCE states, the EU and particularly the German government, which is committed to a fresh start of conventional arms control, should counteract this; otherwise the necessary qualified base in the governments, the international institutions dealing with this as well as in the supporting academic field will soon be lacking.

The fresh start of conventional arms control requires a stronger support in society. Academic groups should generate public interest through workshops, conferences and publications, inform the public and thus mobilise support in society. In order to highlight the political relevance of this topic for European security, the EU Consortium that has so far supported and advised the EU in other matters of nuclear and conventional arms control (small arms, arms exports) should in future also regularly discuss matters of conventional arms control on a separate panel at its annual international meetings in Brussels.

In the medium and long term, the political structural problems of European arms control have to be settled, and the cooperation with Russia has to be improved again. Without progress in the Russia-Ukraine conflict, the relaunch of conventional arms control does not have a chance. A comprehensive agreement, however, will presumably only be realisable if the relations between Russia and the Western states are transformed anew.
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